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Track Anything with SCLIntra  
Many clients who initially select SCLIntra Enterprise for Inbound Receiving and Campus 
Logistics soon realize the myriad additional uses of our software.  Among our software’s 
unique applications are:   

Employees 
Employees of an electronics goods manufacturer are required to park off-site and use a shuttle bus to 
get to their offices.  Each shuttle driver is equipped with a handheld device and scans each stop location 
and the people that are picked up.  Reports are generated to list the stops made, the times and the 
number of passengers transported.  A variation of this application is used by a Federal Government 
agency to track employees taking shuttle buses between their main location and locations scattered 
around the city.  In this scenario, each bus driver uses a handheld unit to scan each employee’s badge 
as they board the bus.  Information captured includes the route, time/date stamp, and all employee 
information including organization code/cost center.  The agency then bills each organization code for 
trips taken by its employees.  

Pharmaceutical Library and Lab Book Tracking 
A large pharmaceutical firm uses SCLIntra as a check-in/check-out system for items in their library -- 
books, magazines, periodicals, and reference materials.  Their library check-out kiosk utilizes a barcode 
scanner to allow users to easily check-out items without the assistance of the library staff.  During the 
check-out process, the system automatically assigns a due date depending on the item or creates a pop-
up flag warning for any item that is not allowed to be removed from the library. 
Another pharmaceutical company uses SCLIntra to track their Lab Books from safe storage to the lab 
technicians and back to storage.  The lab books are priceless as they contain all the scientists’ test 
results and observations relating to drug development.   

Conference Tracking for Certification, Regulatory Compliance and Attendance 
A national disaster management organization conducts a yearly conference for its members.  
Attendance at certain sessions is required to obtain certifications that comply with government 
regulations.  All attendees have a badge with a barcode and each session has a unique barcode as 
well.  Conference staff members monitor the entrance to each session with a handheld computer and 
scan attendees in and out.  Time/date stamps on the entry/exit scans ensure that attendees actually sit 
through the entire session, and do not simply obtain a scan and leave.  At the end of the conference, 
custom reports are run by attendee to verify certifications.   

Another federal agency uses SCLIntra for conference attendance management.  Class attendees are 
pre-loaded into a database on the mobile device.  When attendees arrive for a class, their badges are 
scanned to show the date and time of attendance.  Pre-registered attendees automatically register a 
successful scan.  For those wishing to attend, but who are not pre-registered, the mobile device sounds 
a beep and provides a prompt giving the option to allow the person to join immediately, or to standby 
until five minutes after the class starts and then join if there is room available.  

Hazardous Materials and Waste 
A major university in Colorado uses SCLIntra to track and document the movement of hazardous 
materials (HazMats).  They have a customized Crystal Report that generates a shipping form that meets 
US DOT regulations.  Among other information, the form contains the HazMat type, class and weight.    

Another SCLogic client, an Ivy League medical school, uses one of their tracking profiles to track 
hazardous waste disposal. They scan in the locations where waste pickups are required and record and 
time/date stamp pickups or indicate if there is nothing to transport.  

Files and Classified Documents 
In addition to helping many law firms track their case files, we also help a well-known government 
agency track important financial files. They have a central repository of client files in a building manned 
by a team of ‘librarians’.  Each file folder is bar-coded and scanned into a tracking database.  An account 
representative checks out a file and is assigned ownership via either handheld or service window 
signature capture.  Files are placed back to a ‘checked-in’ status upon their return. 

In another interesting application, one major US government agency uses SCLIntra to track and confirm 
the destruction of classified documents.  Classified documents are placed in burn bags that have a 
tracking number.  Chain of custody is collected for burn bags and the bags are scanned immediately 
before being placed in an incinerator to verify destruction of the bag and its contents. 

Highlight:  Unique 
Applications 

Theme Park Roller Coaster 
Part and Ticket Tracking  

One of the world’s largest 
theme parks uses SCLIntra to 
track roller coaster parts and 
group ticket returns. Group 
tickets returned to the park are 
tracked from the location they 
are received to a vault.  The 
software then tracks whether 
the tickets are reissued or 
destroyed in a shredder.  

Parking Enforcement 

A major consumer goods 
manufacturer uses SCLIntra to 
issue tickets to employees 
parked illegally (no parking 
zone, fire zone, etc.) or parked 
in the employer’s main lot 
rather than the required off-site 
lot.  The combination of a 
Motorola MC9090 and a 
portable printer are used to 
scan parking decals, determine 
if the car is parked legally 
(based on the criteria they 
establish) and issue a ticket if it 
is not.  The ticket is sent via 
email to the vehicle owner with 
a copy to their manager.     
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About SCLogic, LLC 
SCLogic is the leader in package tracking solutions.  We design, develop, deploy and 
support our software, SCLIntra.  With prompt, live technical support, we are responsive 
people you will enjoy working with now and in the future.  SCLIntra Enterprise Package 
Tracking Solutions are available for purchase or lease; on premise or hosted; you decide, 
we deliver. 

© 2009 SCLogic, LLC 
SCLIntra is a registered trademark of SCLogic, LLC.  All other names mentioned are trademarks,  

registered trademarks, or service marks of their respective companies or organizations. 

Track Anything with SCLIntra  

Money:  Mutual Fund Payments, Bank Pouch and Payroll Tracking 
A leading transfer agent providing automated shareholder recordkeeping and account processing for 
mutual fund and employer retirement plans uses SCLIntra to track mutual fund payments.  The company 
processes large volumes of check payments using optical scanners.  SCLogic integrated SCLIntra with 
their scanners to allow customer service representatives to see posted payments immediately and to 
permit the organization to better comply with financial regulations.   

A major U.S. branch bank uses SCLIntra to track bank pouches sent between locations.  The bank 
pouch is bar-coded and scanned every time it changes custody and managers get real-time updates as 
to who has custody of the pouch at any given time. In a similar application, one of the largest universities 
in the U.S. uses SCLIntra for payroll bag tracking.  When a payroll bag is dropped off at an office, a 
signature is captured ensuring proof of delivery to a particular individual and location.  The university 
runs a report at the end of the payday to ensure all bags are received. 

Big Stuff:  Gas Cylinders and Aluminum Coils  
Universities in both Pennsylvania and Colorado use SCLIntra to track gas cylinders.  Users enter gas 
cylinder orders into the database the day before receipt.  When a particular barcode is scanned into a 
predetermined field, it automatically replaces the barcode data with a text description of the gas type.  
Two other fields are then automatically populated with additional information such as weight and cost.   
Another of our clients, a leading aluminum manufacturer, has stemmed significant losses by using our 
software to track valuable aluminum coil movement through their manufacturing process.   

Hospitality:  Hotel Guest Packages and Event Deliveries 
A resort in California uses SCLIntra to track all hotel guests’ inbound packages including conference 
materials (booths, equipment, packages, etc.) for tradeshows and other events.  Packages are sorted to 
a guest room, department, or conference room.  From there, the packages are delivered to the selected 
location and signed for by the recipient or an assignee.  The system integrates with FedEx Insight and 
UPS Quantum View which both generate inbound package manifests.  This integration allows inbound 
delivery information to be imported into SCLIntra up to two days before the actual delivery takes 
place.  The inbound information contains sender and recipient information, service, weight, pieces, and 
estimated delivery date/time.  When a user scans an item into the SCLIntra Sort screen, all of the item 
fields are automatically populated with the correct data.   

Medical:  Lab Samples/Test Results and Medical Records 
A Texas medical lab courier uses SCLIntra for tracking medical lab samples and delivering test results to 
doctors offices in the area.  Drivers for the courier company prove they were on-site by scanning a 
‘location/office’ barcode.  The driver then picks up each uniquely identified sample.  SCLIntra is linked to 
an upstream data source and provides the courier with a minute-by-minute update of test results in need 
of delivery.  SCLogic provides this courier company with the ability to track many different  kinds of 
media (x-rays, MRI films, faxed test results, paper test results, CT scan films, etc.) while guaranteeing 
delivery within their Service Level Agreement.  We also work with an Ohio-based healthcare provider 
that uses SCLIntra in WAN mode to support couriers that drive along established routes to pick up 
specimens and samples for lab tests. 

A Massachusetts medical school uses SCLIntra to track records put into long-term storage.  The Pickup 
Screen is used to request someone pick up a box or boxes to be put into storage.  A “To-Do” item or list 
shows up on the mobile devices, triggering the actual pickup.  The Search page can be used to see all 
the boxes in storage and request that boxes be retrieved from storage.  Retrieval requests show up as 
New “To- Do” items on the handhelds.  A magnetic stripe reader is used with the handhelds to capture 
Campus ID's. 

Highlight:  Unique 
Applications 

State Courier Tracking 

A Western state agency uses 
SCLIntra to track items shuttled 
from a central operations hub to 
the numerous agencies 
scattered around the state.  The 
agency uses Motorola Wide 
Area Network (WAN) enabled 
devices and the SCLIntra 
mobile client.  Items tracked 
include office supplies, copy 
jobs, inter-office mail, and even 
state police evidence.  The 
application has been rolled out 
to a pilot group of agencies and 
plans are in place to broadcast 
statewide.  

Trading Floor PCs  

Brokers and traders with a 
leading financial exchange in 
NYC store their tablet PCs in a 
booth located on the trading 
floor.  Our software is used as a 
check in/check out system to 
keep track of each broker’s PC 
and accessories such as power 
cords, batteries and cases.   

School Text Books 

One of the largest county 
school systems in the 
Washington D.C. Metro area 
uses SCLIntra to track 
textbooks and other 
warehouse-able items by a LPN 
(license plate number) as they 
are grouped together and 
staged for delivery from the 
central warehouse.  While this 
sounds much like a standard 
use, this client relies mostly on 
their WMS system and uses our 
POD module to verify with a 
signature that each delivery 
made it to the requisitioner.   
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